
A good question requires you to think. (Not just recall 
information you already know). 
A good question comes from something you are curious about 

and want to learn more about. 
A good question makes you think about something in a new 

way. 
A good question requires support discovered through research. 
A good question has a focus and is reasonable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brain storm with partner: Students record in journal! (need record in a safe place) Complete HW check now!! 



V.O.D https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSkxlpNs3tU

What do you notice? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topics for today: Nervous tissue – central nervous system and peripheral nervous system Sensory message to the CNS, and motor commands to the CNS to muscles and glandsClasses of neurons: sensory, neurons, interneurons, and motor neurons. Motor neuron takes messages away from the CNS to an effector (muscle fiber or gland). Effectors carry out our response to environmental changesCell body – contains the nucleus and the other organelles within the Dendrites – are the many extensions from the cell body that receives signals from other neuronsAxon – conduct nerve impulses away from the cell body Myelin Sheath – covering of schwann cells (lipids substance) in section Not at the nodes or Ranvir (Nodes of Ranvir) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSkxlpNs3tU


I can explain the 2 major divisions of the nervous 
system including the central nervous system and 
peripheral nervous system 
I can explain the anatomy of a neuron including cell 
body, dendrite, and axon. 
I can identity the 3 classes of neurons including 
sensory, interneurons, and motor neurons 
I can explain the role of myelin 
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Presentation Notes
Classes of neurons: sensory, neurons, interneurons, and motor neurons. Motor neuron takes messages away from the CNS to an effector (muscle fiber or gland). Effectors carry out our response to environmental changesCell body – contains the nucleus and the other organelles within the Dendrites – are the many extensions from the cell body that receives signals from other neuronsAxon – conduct nerve impulses away from the cell body Myelin Sheath – covering of schwann cells (lipids substance) in section Not at the nodes or Ranvir (Nodes of Ranvir) 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: Monosynaptic Stretch Reflex https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sqCIzuotWo (at 4 mins 20 seconds) First choice – demo this reflex 









- Cell body – contains the 
nucleus and the other 
organelles 

- Dendrites – are the many 
extensions from the cell body 
that receives signals from other 
neurons

- Axon – conduct nerve impulses 
away from the cell body 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: Monosynaptic Stretch Reflex https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sqCIzuotWo (at 4 mins 20 seconds) First choice – demo this reflex Sensory Neurons takes messages from a sensory receptor to the CNSSensory receptors are special structures that detect changes in the environment Interneuron lies entirely within the CNS. Interneurons can receive input from sensory neurons and also from other interneurons in the CNS. Motor neurons takes messages away from the CNS to an effector. 





 In the PNS, myelin 
sheath is formed by 
Schwann cells, 
which contain the 
lipid substance 
myelin in their 
plasma membranes. 

Myelin sheath is 
interrupted by 
Nodes of Ranvier 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the importance in myelin – consequence of MS multiple sclerosis 



Complete Neuron Anatomy Worksheet 
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